Courthouse Square Reunification
Attendee Comments – Written by Attendees on “Sticky Notes”
Public Workshop #2 – January 9, 2016

The comments below are taken directly from Sticky Notes turned in by meeting attendees. Every effort has been made to correctly interpret illegible handwriting. Emphases are those of the commenter.

**Sticky notes**

**Trees**
- Don’t cut the old trees
- Leave all current trees
- Leave all old trees
- Come up with a design that keeps all the trees
- No side streets (Exchange & Hinton)
- Leave all original trees + more
- Leave original trees
- Leave the redwoods
- Leave old trees, don’t need parking except lots
- "Heritage tree" meaningless term?
- Save more trees!
- Don’t cut trees
- You need to find reasons to stop cutting down trees, thanks
- Save the beautiful, big, old trees—observe the Healdsburg Plaza
- There is a way to preserve the old trees and have your square! Make it so both can co-exist. The logic of Mr. Nutt is specious & a “command & control” fallacy. Tx will be safe with old trees!!
- The larger trees are more valuable—better shade & shelter cut nothing over 2” diameter
- Are any of these the original trees? Tall trees take a long time to grow. We need shade, critters need homes!
- All these ideas can be accomplished without losing any heritage trees. Please—redesign a project that allows the redwoods to remain here, better air & water quality, historic value for the city.
- I’m proud of being a tree hugger!
- Global warming?
- Trees protect from climate change
- Trees are more important than money
- Cutting down mature trees will be a problem
- Leave all evergreen unique beauty
- Save heritage trees
- Redwoods provide regular shade and oxygen
- Mature trees should never be removed. In these days with the knowledge of the effects of climate change the millions should be spent combating global warming at this time
- Redwood provide 1600 tons of carbon sequestration
- What would Luther Burbank say? Keep the beautiful flavor of old-growth trees!
- 5th generation Sonoma County person. I would like the old redwoods to stay.
- Redwoods, cedars & oaks are superior to poplars from China
- No need for diagonal parking leave old trees
- Keep more of the beautiful older redwoods. Can the new roads!
- Poplars create blowers & mess
- Noise comes with blowers for leaves from poplars
- Plant more redwoods! Don’t tear them down! To: Stupidheads from: an 11-year old
- You non-redwood people are soooooo stupid! – an 11-year-old
- Don’t kill redwoods for cars
- Redwoods are not urban trees
- But beautiful
- Save the trees, way too auto-centric
- People aren’t native to area either—should we remove?
- Protection from heat/noise, climate change
- Leave all trees—climate change is real
- They are thriving and sequestering carbon
- None of these choices

**Miscellaneous**
- This is stupid, this stupid voting (in my opinion)
- Create housing for homeless
- Need housing—redirect $$
- This is greed motivated
- You’re turning SR into a dump!
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- Process is too short
- Pick another job
- What happens to our precious peace pole?
- Need all new options
- We know this is rigged—by money. We won't stand for it.
- Where are the public bathrooms?
- Are restrooms still being considered?
- Rushed design and rushed decision making
- Need to spend $ to make parking garages feel safer & therefore be used
- Where are the Latino voices?—This room is full of older white people. We need all at the table.
- Don't rush design. Honor our botanical history by working around trees, not a picture of trees. What would Luther Burbank do?
- We know this is all about the business interests. We want trees, beauty, people!
- Please go back to the drawing board. All these designs are unacceptable.
- I do not like anything about the plans. We need access to Mendocino Ave for buses to go through. There will be too much traffic on side streets!
- How can we vote for something incomplete
- Need all new options
- Leave it as it is
- None of the choices
- Leave the square (& the throughway) alone
- No—no flavor; get international ideas
- Take a look at the Boston Common & public gardens for a model

Advertising/Miscellaneous positive comments
- Definitely kids' play areas
- Where are the students? Contact SR Moms' clubs
- What courthouse? Rename it “Redwood Square”
- Access from train?
- Let the JC & state know
- Get the schools involved!
- SR population 170,000 +/- online survey participation 2000. 1/3+-/ of 1% of the population
- Advertise more = more input
- We need large garage signage
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The comments below are the writer’s understanding of the various comments, thoughts, and concerns expressed by attendees and recorded by presenters during the workshop. Some ideas have been paraphrased for clarity.

General comments

- Trees were planted for a reason
- Don’t remove trees for parking lots
- This is not pedestrian mall promised
- Mendocino Ave has hurt our town, moving to a better plan
- Mind has been changed, R.W. w/decid. is best, this not forest
- K St. in Sacramento died when streets removed
- Like streets, lighting, uplighting
- Want people in S.R. want to be proud, current square depressing
- This is my town & want to see something great, not what is there
- Preserve R.W. that can be saved
- Process is flawed & backward
- Thought a city was designing ped. mall
- Parking & streets too wide
- Mendocino Ave thru middle was mistake
- Mind changes – plan going in right direction
- Keep some redwoods, add other trees, reunite
- Hardscape in center good
- Want people to come to S/R
- Need good change
- Redwoods are calming, important to climate change
- Older redwoods should remain, daughter likes to play around them
- Keep traffic out of square
- Trees belong to us
- Like single lane
- Santa Rosa is safe
- Parking on square is same as one block of 4th
- Timeline is short. Can’t do effectively in this time, ________ to cut trees now
- New trees do not replace mature re: sustainability, don’t cut mature trees
- More curves, softer foot traffic on grass will create path
- Light is ________
- No permanent structures
- Respect heritage trees
- Buffer 3rd Street more
- Luther Burbank names Redwood Empire
- Imp. of creating civic space is most imp.
- Work w/what is here more—less parking, more R.W.
- Birds & bats use trees year-round
- Need more time
- S.R. City for leaving, not for living
- Carbon analysis not adequate in EIR
- People appreciate R.W. not parking
- Like historic part of CH Square, keep history
- Like Option B design team heard comments
- Need compromise on trees
- Keep RW on east like “A”
- Use seating at base of light features
- Like trees, but have site lines
- Keep maintained
- Add interactive water
- Appreciate past timeline
- Don’t need parking at expense of trees
- Sequestered carbon in redwoods should be evaluated
- This is Redwood Empire
- Wonderment, magic, awe from redwoods
- Concern that more traffic congestion will result
- Trying to reunite square for 20 years
- Need place for children to play
- Why no option with no streets & save trees
- Appreciate compromise; one option
- Seating important—include with lighting features
- How do wide single lanes work to allow vehicles
- View barrier at 3rd St
- Don’t agree that stage at 3rd not good
- Redwoods don’t belong downtown, gorgeous deciduous instead
- Keep stage at 3rd
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- Redwoods have been here longer than people
- Fewer cars when Hinton/Exchange existed
- Not shopping square
- West side of SR is dead zone
- Need to restore vitality & safety
- This type of plaza design has worked for hundreds of years
- Why do we need to remove trees for streets & parking
- Trees belong to all of us
- Existing plaza is beautiful—don’t change
- 3 designs too similar
- Giant lawns not sustainable
- Like single lane
- Don’t like lighting elements
- 11 redwood trees being removed being replaced with more trees
- Timeframe too short—need more time
- Permanent stage shouldn’t be facing sun
- Permanent structures at both ends not good
- Need curves
- Lawn will invite worn
- Level/flat circle
- Need space for temp art
- Light features too phallic (distract from art)
- Slow down—don’t remove trees
- Outside dining—will it be encouraged?
- All 3 plans create tunnel w/traffic views
- Oppose parking on both sides
- Stage should be at north end
- Keep the trees—do not put in parking. Thanks
- Turning pedestrian walks into streets w/parking diminishes the charm of today’s plaza
- Why was this divided years ago? What has changed? Juilliard Park is 2 blocks!
- Hinton/Exchange too wide
- Is there a budget to maintain the final project/
- All the designs are very similar. Why are there no options including the saving of trees, or other design modes?
- Misrepresenting the size of trees being planted

Option A – Perspective views
- Ugly
- Save trees, less parking, walkways instead
- The elephant in the room is the Mall. Downtown is not going to become better with unifying the square
- Use Art Deco lights in slides #A
- Parking on Exchange & Hinton is not important
- Water refill station upgraded fountains for canteens
- Water elements for design—fountains, etc.
- Need central water feature for kids
- Stage placement at terminus is bad—safety, lighting, noise

Option A – Plan views
- Eliminate 1 row of parking (save some trees—curve roadway when needed)
- Instead of re-inserting Hinton & Exchange St, utilize N-S streets one block farther
east & west. Use the space for people, not cars & parking
- It is not necessary to have the two new streets going through the park. Make the whole area a park and keep the trees
- Parking is critical to the economic success of the businesses on the square
- Too much allocated for parking—one row more than enough
- Bike parking
- Children’s play space
- Disagree with modern design of performance stage and lighting feature. We should capitalize on historic classic design features of SF (Empire Building, Old Courthouse, etc.). Elegant not trendy design. Classic not fleeting. Too much asphalt with parking on both sides. More trees, less parking.
- Parking should be off-street—use existing lots & garages. Provide frequent shuttle service
- Use Art Start artists
- Redwood sculptures out of trees cut down
- Play structure for kids = more families & more $ spent downtown
- Study the Boston Common & Public Garden for a model of beauty and landscaping
- Eating in outdoor restaurants best if no cars passing; close Exchange & Hinton
- The future of Santa Rosa is more important than a tree
- “Contemporary” metal stages are ugly
- Misrepresenting the size of trees being planted
- Establish a shelter service that regularly circulates from already built parking areas & shuttles people to the plaza & downtown shops
- This means less smog, shade, birds, green Grass/people needs shade
- All way too car-centric
- Prefer single loaded parking; like retaining redwoods
- We need a play structure for kind!
- Interactive kid & adult friendly art from some of removed trees—see Wells Fargo Center
- Public art opportunity [pointing to interactive feature @ north end]
- Plan A with Plan B stage
- Provide access to power at stage [pointing to stage]
- Keep as many trees as you can but don’t be bullied by the “green at any cost” crowd. Please keep or make as many parking spaces as you can so that the less mobile can access the new configuration
- Trees should look random; de-emphasize mid-century architecture surrounding square—don’t need more parking. Whole plan looks too square/ regimented
- More grass under trees at sides of square
- Make is back-in angle parking
- Add decorative tall, monument element in center visible from north & south
- Installing lawn in a dry climate is just stupid!
- No “park green” w/out trees, please
- Would like corner paving for sculpture at center; downplay lights
- Hinton/Exchange too wide
- Rosenberg Fountain needs to be acknowledged
- Optimize the sidewalks for dining al fresco—on both sides!
- A unified surface would be better; keep it simple; rotate the trees to east-west alignment
- Snake the roads around the redwoods on the west side
- I like the more architectural light—but it would be nice to have it express Northern California more—more arts & crafts
- I like the elements in #1 but the landscape design of #2, more open space

Option B – Perspective views
- Children’s play space or water feature
- Lights not attractive
- Ugly!
- A vocal minority are trying to derail a great project
- Leave the trees! Ugly
- Fear-based lighting!! Unattractive
- Bikes?
- Tiny houses will fit here for homeless
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- Space for meetings—not just performances
- Place stage on another side so sun won’t shine in your eyes while watching
- Water elements in design
- Water filling stations, aka drinking water available for canteens
- Lawn? Water?!!
- Town green in Windsor isn’t popular!
- Trees would provide shade cooling of green space

**Option B - Plan views**
- Consider no project! Spend the millions on actions to combat global warming, like incentives for solar, more conservation measures, etc.
- Parking on one side of streets; not both sides
- Prefer parking one side only on side streets
- Center is ugly—we need native & shade in center
- Provide access to power at stage location
- Yay, bike parking on all plans!!
- Single lane traffic—thank you
- I think the portable stage is a nice option that could allow for versatile events (as long as there are enough suitable places to put it), however I am concerned that there may be an extra cost for event producers to place & remove a stage. It should be affordable to use a stage, if at all possible
- A little goes a long way [pointing at special art painting]
- Would like interactive feature as intermittent fountain jets
- Trees can be part of the square
- Coast redwoods in groves not individual trees
- This is better—be sure the surface is porous so water recharges the underground
- Dedicate a spot for an Xmas tree (and ceremony) & install electrical infrastructure. (Not a living tree.) Artificial. Remove the electrical vault on the west side of square which is now confined space & in need of repair

- Are any of these the original trees? Tall trees take a long time to grow
- Ugly
- Be creative & make plan around trees. Santa Rosa will be known for that. What would Luther Burbank do
- Great project for Santa Rosa
- Water feature for kids
- Too much space allocated for parking
- Children’s space
- No big grass!
- Provide option with parking on one side
- No
- Why spend $ & energy to move stage in & out??

**Option C - Perspective views**
- Tables to eat lunch & benches!
- Ugly – hot
- After the courthouse left, Mendocino was made a thru street—it is needed—leave it & the trees!
- No movable stage!
- Safe at all times
- Pedestrian walkway colored distinctly
- Light cost logs of money
- Lights are not attractive
- No need for so much parking
- Healdsburg & Sonoma Plaza have trees in middle
- Plant oak trees
- These huge lights are grotesque! Pun in old-fashioned gaslight fixtures with efficient light bulbs
- Consider homeless occupation—need this to be a very well-used square—by all
- Ugly
- The reunification project will create daily traffic jams—blocking the only straight way to get N→ S and S → N – scrap the project, save the trees
- Forget the phallic lights!
- Too many right angles; needs curved walkways/circle instead of square
- Too much hardscape, not enough green
Option C - Plan views

- It’s very important to have a permanent yet flexible performance “stage” w/permanent utilities—elect provided & rain protection
- There are two parking lots nearby (across from Macy’s and another near the post office) that could be transformed into a new square
- All of the plans involve level ground. Thumbs up!
- Too busy; keep it simple; minimize water use
- We need power for vendor booths and street musicians
- Can we place tents on the grass. Some tents need __________, which is the main concern. This open space is great, and would be great for events, but it would be great if we could easily place tents on grass.
- Move stage—sun issues for viewing stage
- Juilliard Park is 2 blocks away
- Incorporate native plants and edible landscaping
- Save the fountain
- Parking is critical to the economic success of the businesses on the square
- Leave trees & make creative plan around trees. Then Santa Rosa will be a leader. Instead of honoring “botanical” history with art, leave the botanical history. What would Luther Burbank do?
- Are any of these the original trees? Tall trees take a long time to grow. We need shade, critters need homes!
- No water wall—we’re a water-stressed climate
- This lawn needs pesticides and fertilizers
- No big grass!
- How long for new areas to grow majestic like original trees
- You must not assume everyone wants to stop at courthouse square. Let them travel thru without added congestion
- Play structure please!
- Move the stage to be opposite of Empire Building
- No
- Water-waster [placed on lawn]
- Redwoods are not urban trees

- SR doing great job w/market & events already; don’t sacrifice any more trees! Please!!
- Provide option with trees not all in rows
- Now we have many mature trees. Global warming/climate change should be the highest priority. Keep 90% of the trees—no cutting of mature trees
- I’d like to see interactive sculpture (kid friendly) in the landscape areas—under trees
- Bike parking
- Water feature for kids
- Prefer parking one side only each street
- Why grass & no trees? We need summer shade!
- Installing lawn in a dry climate is positively foolish!!
- Provide access to power [pointing to stage]
- Public art opportunity [pointing to interactive feature]

Stages - General comments

- Stages need visual barrier behind it—shrubs? trees?
- All the stages are ugly! We want beauty
- Better publicity needed for more public input thru-out!

Stages - #1

- Be original
- Awful retro
- Don’t put up “Santa Rosa” – too distracting, too commercialized
- The structures don’t need to be branded “Santa Rosa”
- Not sure about the loud “Santa Rosa”, is that necessary? Don’t need the city affiliated w/everything that happens on the stage
- Stage needs a back “wall” of trees or shrubs!
- Car lights & traffic noise problematic
- Looks like a bus stop
- The pillars are ugly—they should match the lighting
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- Deck within rails should be a dumb waiter like ability to temporarily put spotlights on plants grass/flowers
- Needs backing for night concerts
- Like garage door that rolls down in back

Stages - #2
- Be original
- Too modern—will be out of style in 10 years
- Poorly executed contemporary
- Performance stage looks like Transit Mall structure
- I am concerned about easy load-in for the stage. Can we park cars/trucks here to load gear?
- This stage rooftop needs to be weather/water proof
- Want more Railroad Square station style design—w/stonework
- I think it looks like the airport
- Ugly

Light Features - General comments
- Install lights in trees. These fixtures are ugly
- Please don’t seriously consider any of these solutions for lighting
- Less energy on light design (fancy) and more on nature!!
- Lighting should be “timeless”
- Provide old fashioned street light features to tie in history
- Can you incorporate Art Start?
- It's 2016 not 1916; think to the future
- These will take away from public art components
- None of the above
- Combine lighting w/stormwater catchment element
- All over-designed—in incorporate simple, modern lighting
- More seating; benches around all of these
- Need permanent seating
- Be careful about light pollution in the sky; no uplighting
- Simplicity is an art
- Put more time into designing the square and less into designing the light fixtures
- Attractive art please
- Provide simple light option
- Solar light
- More seating
- Make normal lights and use artists to make structures
- Local artists
- Love the bench around any light
- Create downward lighting—protect birds/sky
- Why not regular park light
- Need designs to reflect 2016 → future. Scale is good. Ambition is good → we have looked back to our “Victorian” & “Simonized” eras for too long

Light Features - #1
- Ugly
- I prefer this one, but needs to look more Northern California
- Good—historic
- Love this one

Light Features - #2
- Narrow base for light structure
- Like motion sensor idea
- I love (?) your metallic botanical (what?)
- Ugly

Light Features - #3
- Ugly
- Too fancy
- Yes if it has benches
More grass under trees at sides of space.

Special art paving

Custom light features

Tree bosque in contrasting decomposed granite

Entrance structure to art granite steps

Trees in grates

Keep the grass at the art gallery parking area.

We need a play structure for kids!

No parking near trees, pls!

I like flat, open space.

I like the more architectural light but would like to have it express Northern California more.

I would like to see more art and crafts.
Central Green

Bike Parking

Decorative concrete in angled parking

Fourth Street

Wynkoop
Exchange

Huntar/Exchange
too wide

No grass? We need summer shade!

I love the plan! It is past the most beautiful college I've ever seen anywhere.

DO NOT LIKE anything about the plan. We need access to surrounding are for event. Pool run through on dimensioning on Huntar.

Why grass? We need shade.

I love the plans. Meet in 4th most beautiful college I've ever seen anywhere.

SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REUNIFICATION.
Initial Design Concepts - Option "B"
Bike Parking areas

Excessive concrete in angled parking

Style lane traffic

PARKING ON ONE SIDE OF STREET NOT BOTH SIDES

Avoid putting on side only on side street

Leave all hanging trees
SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REUNIFICATION
Initial Design Concepts - Stages
Redwoods are not urban trees. They are thriving and stationary.}

Don't kill redwoods for cars.

Real aren't native to area either - and we remove?

Clean: protection from heat, more climate change.
I am concerned the easy load-in for the stage.
Can we park cars/trucks here to load gear?

This stage setup needs to be weatherproof?
Need more railroad tracks?
Suggestion: change stage setup.

I think it looks like a mini market.
STAGES - GENERAL COMMENTS

- Stages need visual barrier behind it
  - shrubs? trees?

- All the stages are Ugly!
  - We want Beauty.

- Needed better publicity for more public input throughout!
Don't put up "SANTA ROSA" too distracting, too commercialized.

The structure doesn't need to be branded "Santa Rosa?"

Not sure what the word "Santa Rosa" is for anyway.

Don't need big City all sized similarly. Need happen to be nice.

Stage needs a back "wall" of trees or shrubs!

Our lights & traffic noise problematic.

Looks like a bus stop.

The pillars are ugly - they should match the lighting.

Needs backing for bike travel (like door garage rolls, etc. on down back).
I prefer this one, but need to look more Northern California.

Love this one.

Combine function of streetlight and sound.

It's 2016, not 1910. Time to update.

Why not make it part of the design?

Lighting should be wireless.

Provide old-fashioned streetlight fixtures to fit into history.

UGLY

Fora seating/ benches at all levels.
Need designs to reflect 2016 ➔ future. Scale is good. Attention is good ➔ we have looked back to our "Victorian" & "Simplified" days for too long.

Yes

Narrow base for light structure. These will take away from public use. Incorporate some modern lighting.

Be careful about light pollution in the sky. No UP lens.

I love(s) your metaphorical (what?)

Combine all feasible sustainable materials & concepts.

Make normal light use illegal to make light structures.

Love design on light design (slam) + use of nature.

Please don't seriously consider any of these suggestions for landscape.

Two.

Three.

Ugly

Install lights in trees. These fixtures are ugly.

Provide simple light option.

Simplicity is an art.

None of the above.

Why not regional park light.

I prefer this one, but need to look more northern California.

Good historic.

Love this one.
Need designs to reflect 2016 → future. Scape is good. Attention is good. We have looked back to our "Victorian" & "Simplified" era for too long.

YES

- Ugly

prefer this one, but need to look more Northern California.

OK. Historically.

I love this one.

Narrow base for light structure. Like motion sensor idea?

I love (?) your metallic botanical (what?)

ugly

Two.
Three.
WE NEED LARGE GARAGE SIGNAGE

What courthouse?
Rename it "Redwood Square"

Get the schools involved!

Contact SE Memo's clubs
Advertise more = more input

S.R. population 170,000
online survey participation 2000
1/3% of 1% of the population
Get the SC state know...
Where are the students?
none of these choices.

Redwoods
Plant more

Access from train?

Leave it as is...

Save trees way too auto centric

You non-redwood people are sooooo stupid

We know this is all about the business interests.
We want trees, beauty, people!

Take a look at the Boston Common & public gardens for a model.

Check out the stairs are ugly! We want beauty.
Poplars create Blowers + Mess

Redwoods, Cedars + Oaks are superior to Poplars from CHINA

Don't put streets around Park and keep the trees. This will make for a larger Park. Traffic can go to the most existing streets.

Too much cement

More Benches, more TREES

Need more fencing

Parking garage needed

Noise comes with blowers for leaves from Poplars

Fence should be for yerks - too much cement

Where are the Latins (Cis - between streets)?
- Poplars create a sense of place.
- Need more trees.
- Noisy traffic.
- Need to spend # to improve greenery.
- Where are the sidewalks?
- Too many people.
- Need for parking.
- Noise from poplars.
- Parking on one side only.
- Did it kill a tree? Brrrrr.
definitely
kid's
play areas
Keep more of the beautiful older Redwoods. Can the new roads!

This is green notification.
The reconfiguration project will create daily traffic jams — blocking the only straightforward way to get NPS 4-5. Remove the project, save the trees.

Purple: Save more trees!

Green: Need new options

Yellow: Safe at all times

Purple: Need new space!

Green: Save trees

Yellow: Plant oak trees

Purple: Pedestrian walkway colored distinctly

Leave the Redwoods

The beautiful old radio can’t be replaced.

Pedestrian walkway.

Forest the phallic lights.

Too many right angles need curved walkways.

Circle instead of square.

Consider homeless occupation. Need room to be a very well used square by all.

Save heritage trees.

UGLY

SAVE TREETOP
The renunciation project will create daily traffic jams — blocking the only straight way to the N25 + S-N25. Scrap the project and save the trees.

Plant more trees.

Pedestrian walkway colored distinctly.

Purple
Save more trees!

No need for so much parking.

NOmöglichkeiten.

Necessary for new options.

Safe at all times!

Please show what trees to plant.

Save the trees.

Forget the phallic lights.

too many right angles. Needs curved walkways.

Circle instead of square.

Consider homeless occupation.

Need to be a very well-used square.

Save Heritage TREES.

Lights are not attractive.

Light costs lots of money.

There are lights on one side.

Save what is there.

We need more greenery.

Save the trees.
Purple
Save more trees!

UGLY

Lights are not attractive

Light cost lots of money

Cam't escape SS

Can't

Table & chairs need

left the square

Heritage Trees

Save

Luminous

Save the trees

Too much landscape not enough green

These huge lights are grotesque! Please ask architects

consider

Abandoned

Heritage occupancy

Homeless

Occupation

leave the square

If these through

alone

Promotes!

Trees
TREES are more important than MONEY

Cutting down mature trees will be a problem

UGLY

A woman's minority are dying 14%
don't it a good project?

Children
Play Space
of Cultural Heritage

The area doesn't support the vision of the community.

Heritage Tree?
Meaningless town?

Where are the homeless futures?

LEAVE ALL CURRENT TREES!
TREES are more important than money.

Town Green in Winojor isn't popular.

Plaza stage on another side so sun won't shine in your eyes while waiting.

Tiny houses still fit here for homeless.

Water elements in design.

Where are the homeless bikes?

Water refilling stations.

"Heritage Tree" meaningless term?
TREES are more important than money.

Town Green in Windsor isn’t popular!

Plaza space on another side so sun won’t shine in your eyes while watching.

Tiny houses will fit here for homeless.

Water elements in design.

WHERE ARE THE HOMELESS BIKES?

Water filling streets.

Growing warming.

Trees paid for climate change.

Cutting down mature trees will be a problem.

Leaves the trees ugly.

Leave the trees.
Cutting down mature trees will be a problem.

Trees provide shade cooling and oxygen.

Fear-based lighting is unattractive.

"Heritage Tree" meaningless term.

Trees planted for climate change.

Leave all current trees!

Children's play space and water feature.
RED WOODS, CE DUR. OAKS ARE SUPERIOR TO POPLARS FROM CHINA

GREEN MOTIVATED

DON'T RUSH DECISION, HONOR OUR BIODIVERSITY. ANYWAY, LOOKING AROUND TAKES 300 YEARS, NOT A PICTURE OF TREES. WHAT WOULD WE LOOK LIKE IN 800 YEARS?

SAVE TREES, LESS PARKING, WALKWAYS INSTEAD

POPPING ON EXCHANGE IS NOT IMPORTANT

NEED CENTERLED VENTED FOR BLUE. I AGREE

CREATE HUMBLE FOR NUMBERS

NEED ALL NEW OPTIONS

PERFECT TO SLEEP HUNGRY
- Superior to Poplars from China

- SAVE TREES
  - LESS PARKING
  - WALKWAYS INSTEAD

- Need a central location to use
  - I agree

- Don't rush or strain, honor our history, keep things simple
  - Not a picture of trees, it could be similar

- Rushed design and rushed development

- The elephant in the room is the Mall
  - Downtown is not a mall, it's not a department store like the syndicate

- UGLY
Rushed design and rushed detail.

UGLY

Use art pucks to mix in statues.

Water refill station upgraded for cameras.

Water elements in design - fountains, etc.
SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REUNIFICATION
Initial Design Concepts - Option "C"
LEAVE ALL ORIGINAL CURRENT TREES

Stabilized Decomposed Granite paving
Interactive feature

SR Doing quail job &
Making events Alredy
Don't sacrifice any more grass!

This lawn needs
Pesticides & fertilizers

No Big Grass!

No more quail

Playground grate!

No water

Looks like a water-stressed plant

No public bathrooms

What are the public bathrooms?
The image shows a poster with various notes and ideas regarding a plan for the Santa Rosa Courthouse Square, specifically Option "A." The notes include:

- **Go to Europe & learn!**
- **Decorative concrete in parking**
- **Redwoods provide regular shade and oxygen**
- **Rover Area: Extension to the Rover Avenue business corridor to the south**
- **There is a way to preserve the old trees and have your square! Make it so both can co-exist.**
- **Redesign A is the next planned architecture addition.**
- **Don't cut the old trees!**
- **Save the beautiful, big old trees - observe the surrounding plaza.**
- **Bike P**
- **SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REUNIFICATION. Initial Design Concepts - Option "A"**

Additionally, there are various other suggestions and ideas scattered throughout the poster, including:

- **Build the BOSTON COMMON PUBLIC GARDEN**
- **Please go back to the drawing board. The Horse is gone.**
- **Top view of [ Barbary Coast Trail - Rose Garden and North Broadway Mall.]**
- **Please consider for kids: more family-friendly environment.**
- **Project Green monster.**
- **Elminate 1 row of parking (save some trees - future revenue when needed.)**
- **What would Luther Burbank say? Keep the beautiful flavor of old gourds & trees!**
- **All these ideas can be accomplished without losing any heritage trees.**
The Redwoods provide shade and oxygen. The longer they are more valuable—better shade & shelter, not cutting down.

Pick another job.

What would Luther Burbank say? Keep the beautiful flavor of old-growth trees!

All these ideas can be accomplished without losing any heritage trees.

The future of Santa Rosa is more in a tree hugger than in a parking lot.
Forget the phallic lights.

Too many right angles.

Needs curved walkways/circle instead of square.

Enough green.
Central Green in shape of historic courthouse footprint
Stabilized decomposed granite paving
Interactive feature
Special art paving
Custom light features
Tree bocce in containing decomposed granite
Performance structure with historic granite steps at base
Trees in grates
Bike Parking
Decorative concrete in angled parking

SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REINVIGRATION
Initial Design Concepts - Option "A"
Central Green in shape of historic courthouse footprint
Stabilized decomposed granite paving
Interactive feature
Bike Parking
Decorative concrete in angled parking
Fourth Street
Special art paving
Custom light features
Tree boscage in contrasting decomposed granite
Performance structure with historic granite steps at base
Trees in grates
Third Street

SANTA ROSA COURTHOUSE SQUARE REUNIFICATION
Initial Design Concepts - Option "A"

BOARD
Option A is the most pleasing architecture overall. Like permanent for something.
- Special art paving
- Custom light features
- Tree bosque in contrasting
Performance structure
will hold in the community space.

all concrete
thin tree
same promotion
this is.
TREES WERE PLANTED FOR A REASON

- DON'T REMOVE TREES FOR PARKING LOTS
- THIS IS NOT PEDESTRIAN MAW 2006 (CONFUSED
- MENOCINO AVE HAS HURT OUR TOWN,
  MOVING TOWARD A BETTER PLAN,
- MIND LUX, BEEN CHANGED, R.W. W/DECID.
  IS BEST, THIS NOT FOREST
- 14 ST. IN SACRAMENTO DIED WHEN
  STREETS REMOVED,
- LIKE STREETS, LIGHTING, UPCOMING,
- WANT PEOPLE IN S.R. WANT TO
  PROUD CURRENT SQUAT DEPRESSING'S
- THIS IS MY TOWN & WANT TO SEE
  SOMETHING GREAT, NOT WHAT IS THERE
- PRESERVE R.W. THAT CAN BE SAVED.
EMAIL comments

Design team:
ctferguson@sracity.org

Council members:
Go to
www.sracity.org

Courthouse Square Info:
sracity.org/CHS

[Post-it notes:
WE NEED
A BALLOT
REFERENDUM
TO SEE IF
VOTERS WOULD
INSIST ON
PUBLIC
ACCESS TO
THE SHIELD
WE LET
OUR INVESTORS
OWN JAIL
BATHROOMS]
- Process is flawed & backward
- Thought a city was designing ped. mall
- Parking & streets too wide
- Mendocino Ave thru middle was mistake
- Mind changed - plan going in right direction
  - keep some rwds, add other trees, reunite
- Hard scape in center good
- Want people to come to S/R
- Need good change
- RWDS are calming; important to climate change
- Older rWDS should remain, daughter likes to play around them
- Keep Traffic Out of Square
- Trees belong to us →
- Like Single Lane
- Santa Rosa is safe
- PKG on Square is same as one block of 4th
- Timeline is short - can’t do effectively in this time
- Need to cut trees now
- New trees do not replace mature re: sustainability, don’t cut mature trees
- More curves, softer foot traffic on grass will create path
- Light is paramount
- No permanent structures
- Respect heritage trees
- Buffer 3rd St. more
- Lute Burbank named R.W. Empire
- IMP. recreating Civic Space is most imp.
- Work w/ what is here more - less parking, more R.W.
- Birds & bats use trees year round
- Need more time
- SR. city for usage, not for living, carbon analysis is not adequate in EIR
- People appreciate not pkg
- Like historic path
- Ch. Square Kay
- Like option B: design team heard 2C’s
- Need compromise
- Keep R.W. on EF
- Use seating @ bar feature
- Like trees, but nat
- Keep maintained
- ADD interactive C
OUT OF SQUARE

- APPRECIATE FAST TIMELINE
- DON'T NEED PARKING AT EXIT IN RUDS
- SEQUESTRATED CARBON SHOULD
- THIS IS RUD EMPIRE
- WONDERMENT, MAGIC, AWESOME
- CONCERN THAT MORE TRAFFIC
- TRYING TO REUNITE SQ FOR
- NEED PLACE FOR CHILDREN
- WHY NO OPTION W/NO STAGE
- APPRECIATE COMPROMISE,
- SEATING IMPORTANT
- HOW DO WIDE LAKES WORK
- VIEW BARRIER AT 3RD ST
- DON'T AGREE THAT STAGE
- R.U. DON'T DESIRE D.T.
- KEEP STAGE @ 3RD

- RUDS HAVE BEEN
- FEWER CARS WHEN
- NOT SHOPPING SHOES
- WEST SIDE OF SQ
- NEED TO RESTORE
- THIS TYPE OF OPEN

- APPRECIATE DECORATING, CIVIC
- SAME IS MOST IMP
- WORK W/WHAT IS
- HERE MORE/LESS
- DARKNESS, MORE R.U.

- BIRDS & BATS USE
- TREES YEAR ROUND
- NEED MORE TIME
- SR. CITY FOR LIVING
- CARBON ANALYSIS NOT
- ADEQUATE IN E.I.R.
- PEOPLE APPRECIATE R.U.
- NOT DRUGS
- LIKE HISTORIC PART
- OF C.H. SQUARE, KEEP HISTORY
- LIKE OPTION 3, DESIGN
- TEAM HEARD COMMENTS
- NEED COMPROMISE ON TREES
- KEEP R.U. ON EAST LIKE "A"
- USE SEATING AT BASE OF LIGHT
- FEATURES
- LIKE TREES, BUT HAVE SITING LINES
- KEEP MAINTAINED
- ADD INTERACTIVE WATER

- SACRIFICE IS SAME
- LACK OF 4TH LANE
- SHORT, CAN'T
- ADD IN THIS TIME
- CUT TREES NOW

- RUD TO US
- LANE
- IS SAFE

- SQUARE IS SAME
- 3RD ST. MORE

- H.

SOME, SOFTER
- ON GRASS WILL

SACRIFICE
- STRUCTURES

HERITAGE TREES

BANK NAMED R.U. EMPIRE
- Appreciate fast timeline
- Don't need parking at expense of trees
- Sequestered carbon in RWDS should be evaluated
- This is RWDS Empire
- Wonderment, Magic, Awe from RWDS
- Concern that more traffic congestion will result
- Trying to reunite SQ for 20 yrs
- Need place for children to play
- Why no option w/no streets & save trees
- Appreciate compromise; one option
- Seating important - include y lighting features
- How do wide lanes work to allow vehicles
- View barrier at 3rd St
- Don't agree that stage at 3rd not good
- R.U. Don't belong D.F. gorgeous deciduous
- Keep stage @ 3rd

- RWDS have been here longer than people
- Fewer cars when Hinton/Exchange existed
- Not shopping square
- West side of SQ is Dead Zone
- Need to restore vitality & safety
- This type of Plaza design has worked for hundreds of years

- Why
- Traffic
- Ex."
- 3
- *
- Hill
- 11
- Time
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- Slow
- -
- Out
- All
- Opp
- Stage
- Why do we need to remove trees for streets & parking
- Trees belong to all of us
- Existing plaza is beautiful - don't change
- Designs too similar
  - Giant lawns not sustainable
- Like single lane
  - Don't like lighting elements
- 11 RWD trees being removed being replaced w/more trees
- Timeframe too short - need more time features
- Permanent stage shouldn't be facing sun
  - Structures at both ends not good
- Need curves
- Lawn will invite worn
- Level/flat circle
- Need space for temp art
- Light features to phallic (distract from art)
- Slow down - don't remove trees
- Outside dining - will it be encouraged
- All 3 plans create tunnel w/traffic views
- Oppose parking on both sides
- Stage should be at North end